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simple to install 
Marbrex can be installed in about half the time required for tiling and can even 

be fitted over existing tiles. If the walls are clean, dry and flat then little preparation is

necessary before the panels are fixed into place. 

As a bonus there is no grout to keep clean.

Marbrex gives you a great finish every time and is ideal for use on the walls 

and ceilings of any room in the home, office, factory or any food preparation 

areas with a full range of trims and joints. 

wet walls
Marbrex designs can be used in all wet areas. The panels are waterproof and ideal

for use in showers, wet rooms and as splash guards. They are an excellent

alternative to traditional materials as they are maintenance free and easy to clean.
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Marbrex®

decorative 
design systems 

Marbrex wall and ceiling panels are stylish and versatile.  Designed 

to create the look and feel of marble, wood and stone, Marbrex is a stunning

alternative to paint, wallpaper, tiles and other wall covering systems.

Available in a wide range of colours and patterns, from traditional to the more

contemporary, there is a design for almost any room in the home. 

advantages
Using Marbrex has many advantages over conventional methods of decorating

such as tiles, paint or wallpaper. It is quick to install and easy to clean. It also

provides some insulation to the room and so helps to reduce condensation.
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taupe dune The White and Taupe Dune stone tile design has a matt finish and gives a stylish feel to a room.

The tiled panel Wave is fresh, clean and tranquil – the bathroom ideal!
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Marbrex®

white dune

stylish and
calming
designs
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slate The Slate and Granite designs have an innovative self-adhesive backing which makes installation 

a no-fuss, no-mess process.
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Marbrex®

granite

easy to
install
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With a semi-matt radiance and a hint of metallic in its finish, the Fired Earth and Bisque panels 

give a touch of glamour to any room. fired ear th
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Marbrex®

stylish and
glamorous
design

bisque
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The Sandstone, Moonstone, Whitestone and Anthracite panels have a matt finish which contributes 

to their realistic stone like appearance.

These designs also offer the opportunity to be creative with their irregular offset tile effect. 

sandstone
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Available in standard and large tile formats

Marbrex®

moonstone

fresh, 
lively
colours
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Whether you require a neutral calming palette or want to make a statement with something more dramatic, 

you’re sure to find the finish you require in the Marbrex range.whitestone
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Marbrex®

anthracite

subtle or
dramatic…
it's your
choice
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white wood Perfect in bathrooms, kitchens, playrooms and utility areas, Marbrex is the practical choice 

for any room in the home or office.

versatile
designs
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Marbrex®

practical 
alternatives

alba grey

bei  ge marble

romano beige beige marble tile

grey marblegreen marble
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Use Marbrex as a quick, clean cover for your ceilings.

ceiling panels
satin white white wood 

ceiling panels
code             description                     width/length (mm)  panel style/fit

DC40001    satin white                        250 x 4000       flat/flush
DC28101    gloss white                       200 x 2700       flat/flush

(including silver strip)                         

DC28104    gloss white                       200 x 4000       flat/flush
(including silver strip)

DC69096    gloss white                       375 x 4000       3 plank/t & g
DC400L6     white wood                      250 x 4000       2 plank/close v
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Marbrex®

code                             colour
                                      

TRIMS for 250mm & 375mm boards

End Cap (2600mm)

DC18104             White

DC18117             Black

DC18103             Ivory

External Corner (2600mm)

DC17104             White

DC17117             Black

DC17103             Ivory

Multipurpose Trim (2600mm)

DC19104             White

DC19117             Black

DC19103             Ivory

TRIMS for  375mm & 500mm boards

Clip-on End Cap (2600mm)

DC55C18             Grey

DC55C03             Carbon

DC55B51              Ivory

DC55B50              Incense

Universal Corner (2600mm)

DC82C18             Grey

DC82C03             Carbon

DC82B51              Ivory

DC82B50              Incense

(clip-on internal and 

external corner profile)

code                             colour
                                      

SKIRTINGS & CORNICE

Cornice (2600mm)

DC57104             White

95mm Ogee Skirting (2500mm)

DC21195             White

70mm Skirting (2500mm)

DC21196             White

TRIM Colours

DC55B18    Clip-on End Cap (Grey)            2600
DC55B03    Clip-on End Cap (Carbon)        2600
DC55B51    Clip-on End Cap (Ivory)             2600
DC55B50    Clip-on End Cap (Incense)       2600

DC82B18    Universal Corner (Grey)              2600
DC82B03    Universal Corner (Carbon)         2600
DC82B51    Universal Corner (Ivory)              2600
DC82B50    Universal Corner (Incense)         2600
(clip-on universal internal and external corner profile)

white black

ivory (250/375mm boards) grey carbon ivory (375/500mm boards) incense

ogee skirting
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Marbrex® colour palette
anthracite inari grey beige marble

whitestone natural marble grey marble

sandstone beige marble tile peach marble

moonstone grey marble tile green marble
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Marbrex®

wall panels - 250mm
code             description                     width/length (mm)  panel style/fit

DC26274    romano beige                 250 x 2600       flat/flush
DC26628    inari grey                          250 x 2600       flat/flush
DC26083    alba grey                         250 x 2600       flat/flush
DC94030    green marble                   250 x 2600       flat/close v
DC94087    peach marble                 250 x 2600       flat/close v
DC85053    grey marble                     250 x 2600       flat/close v
DC85064    beige marble                  250 x 2600       flat/close v
DC85A32    natural marble                 250 x 2600       flat/close v
DC260L6     white wood                      250 x 2600       2 plank/close v

wall panels - 375mm
DC80028    beige marble tile             375 x 2600       flat/flush
DC80A87    grey marble tile                375 x 2600       flat/flush
DC60C46   white dune                       375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC60C47   taupe dune                     375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC87C11   anthracite standard tile    375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC87C12   moonstone standard tile  375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC87C16   sandstone standard tile    375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC87C15   whitestone standard tile   375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC88C11   anthracite large tile          375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC88C12   moonstone large tile        375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC88C16   sandstone large tile         375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC88C15   whitestone large tile         375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC55B91    fired earth                        375 x 2600       flat/close v
DC57B66    bisque                             375 x 2600       flat/close v

self-adhesive wall panels - 500mm
DC93C23   slate                                 500 x 2600       grout effect
DC93C24   granite                             500 x 2600       grout effect

white dune fired earth bisque

alba grey romano beige

white wood granite

taupe dune slate

19Every effort has been made to accurately reproduce Marbrex colours in this brochure, but due to print limitations, 
the colours shown may not exactly match panel colours.
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